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Scats, monos, archerfishes and puffers are all standard fare in the aquarium trade. Their splendid

colors and their unusual appearance persuade many aquarists to buy them. For a long-term good

health all these fishes require the addition of salt to the water to create so-called brackish water, but

if we search the literature for information on the setting-up and maintenance of brackish-water

aquaria, our quest is usually in vain. This book will thus fill a gap in the aquarium literature, as it is

devoted exclusively to the subject of the brackish-water aquarium. It portrays in depth the special

characteristics of the brackish-water zones of our planet, describes the equipment required to run a

brackish-water aquarium, and details how such an aquarium should be set up and maintained.

Considerable emphasis is placed in this book on the description of fish species that are suited to

maintenance in a brackish-water aquarium. Not only are the classic brackish-water fishes

mentioned above covered in detail, but many other beautiful, interesting, or bizarre species are

presented as well. In addition, mention is also made of those fish species that, because of

misidentification or incorrect information, are often classified as brackish-water fishes when in fact

they are not. Hardcover, 80 pages and over 160 color photos.
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This is a great book with lots of info (more than other books) about the habitats the most frequently

found brackish water fish are found in. It has scats, monos, gobies, skippers, datnoids, etc. Ther

great thing about this book it tells you about the fish listed as brackish that really are not. Something

unique to this book is it discussion on how to set up a tidal system for your fish to mimic natural



systems. Whgat is missing is typical aquarium info like ph,dh, etc for the fish and their tolerance

levels. This book is more about the fish itself than how to keep it in my opnion. Of course there are

tons of books with the aforementioned info so they probably decided to give something new. There

is some info on water parameters but this is told in a general sense (like D. micro. needing

freshwater while D. quadri. and D camp. need brackish without telling you a recommended SG).

Well worth the buy for new info on brackish fish. Puts to rest some misconceptions. Buy it if you are

a brackish fish enthusiast. For brackish beginners I recommend Neale Monks book as this book is

for those that already have the basic information.
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